We develop a serial algorithm for separable median filtering that requires only two comparisons per element when the window size is three. In addition, fast parallel CREW PRAM algorithms with good processor-time product are developed for separable median filtering and two dimensional median filtering.
INTRODUCTION
Median filters are widely used for smoothing operations in signal, speech, and image processing ([TUKE76], [JAYA76] ). This filtering operation is performed on an N×N In this formulation, row medians are computed first and then column medians. An alternate is to compute column medians first and then row medians. Changing the order in this way will generally lead to different results.
Basu and Brown [BASU87] also develop special purpose hardware for separable median filtering. Parallel algorithms to compute MEDIAN2D on a pyramid computer have been proposed in [TANI82] and [STOU83] . Note that by using the O (loglogM) time M processor algorithm of Figure 1 . for Figure  1 ) and 
Proof:
The proof is similar to that used by Shamos [SHAM76] to show that Ω(nlogn ) is a lower bound for the online medians problem. Step1:
CREW PRAM ALGORITHMS FOR SEPARABLE MEDIAN FILTER
Step2:
where a = j /w¡
Step3: Sort each S b by repeatedly merging adjacent subsequences of size at most 2 j , 0 ≤ j < log 2 w. The merged subsequences for each j are saved.
Step4: The step 3 pairwise merging takes the form:
2 4 6 1 3 9 8 7 11 14 13 5 10 12 16 15
2 4 1 6 3 9 7 8 11 14 5 13 10 12 15 16 1 2 4 6 3 7 8 9 5 11 13 14 10 12 15 16
For step 4, consider the case l = 6. The elements x l are {x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 , x 7 , x 8 , x 9 , x 10 }.
The necessary sorted subsequences are: It is easy to see that
To find the median of these W = 2w + 1 elements we replace each On termination, mid = 7 and the element with this rank is 7. So, the median is 7.
Complexity Analysis
On Once, MEDIAN1D has been computed, SMEDIAN2D may be computed by applying a similar algorithm using MEDIAN1D as the image. The run time, processor requirement, and processortime product are unchanged.
Second Algorithm
As in Algorithm 1, MEDIAN 1D [i, j ] is computed independently for each row i. The steps in Algorithm 2 are:
Steps1-3: Same as Steps 1-3 of algorithm 1.
Step 4:
Step 5: For Q 10 , we add x 14 = 12 to A 3 and delete x 5 = 3 from A 0 to get:
A 1 = 5 11 13 14
This requires us to update B (3) to 12. There are four cases in the computation of the new median:
The element deleted from A 0 as well as that added to A k +1 are smaller than the previous median. In this case the median is unchanged.
Case 2:
The element deleted from A 0 as well as that added to A k +1 are bigger than the previous median. Here too, the median is unchanged.
Case 3:
The element deleted from A 0 is less than or equal to the previous median but that added to A k +1 is bigger. The new median is min{B (s) 0 ≤ s ≤k + 1 and B (s) ≠ φ}.
Case 4:
The element deleted from A 0 is greater than or equal to the previous median while that added to A k +1 is smaller. The new median is max{S (s) 0 ≤ s ≤k + 1 and S (s) ≠ φ}.
For our example, the deleted element is 3 and the inserted element 12. Since the previous median was 9, we are in Case 3 and the new median is min{11, 10, 12} = 10. The S's and B's are now updated to:
For MEDIAN 1D [i, 11] we delete x 6 = 9 and insert x 15 = 16 to get:
This causes B (0) to be updated to 8. Since the inserted element is bigger than the previous median and the deleted element smaller, we are again in Case 3. The new median, 
TWO DIMENSIONAL MEDIAN FILTERING
Our parallel algorithm for MEDIAN2D is an adaptation of Algorithm 1 for MEDIAN1D.
The Steps are:
Step1: Partition the N×N image into w×w subimages S i, j as in Figure 3 . For each S i, j form
Step2: 
Step4:
For each pair (i, j), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N form the sorted sequence set, U i, j , from than that for the serial algorithm that uses balanced search trees.
CONCLUSION
We have developed an algorithm for separable median filtering that requires at most 2 comparisons per median element when the window size is 3. This represents a theoretical improve- (2) What is the complexity of an optimal serial algorithm for two dimensional median filtering?
(3) Find an O (logN) CREW PRAM algorithm for two dimensional median filtering with good processor-time product (within a polylogarithmic factor of the optimal).
